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WONDER-DOG SAVES WONDER-BOY! 
~ 1 ss Story on page 2 

JANE AND JERRY NOW MAY 
marry since Lobo, the dog has saved 
them and little Billy from their foes. 

—Story on Page 2 

LOBO, THE WOLF-DOG AND HIS PAL, LITTLE ORPHAN BILLY 
having roughed it through the snow country, now have ‘time to go 
fishing and to hunt for woodchuck holes in the big woods—for the 

OLD HAZY QUIZZED enemies of Jerry, the young trapper and pretty Jane and her father 
for hiding-place of gold. have been routed by the fangs of Lobo, and all is well. 

—Story on Page 2 —Story on Page 2 

RINTY THE VICTOR IN VITAPHONE THRILLER 
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“IS YOU LAUGHING AT MY HORSIE, LOBO?” 

Production No. 1—Cut or Mat 

RIN-TIN-TIN in “FROZEN RIVER” — Warner Bros. Latest Vitaphone Talking Picture 

Warner Bros. Present Rin- Tin- Tin 

On The Vitaphone, With An All Star 
Cast, In Thrilling “F rozen River’ 

SYNOPSIS 
Though Lobo, a husky ‘pup, is 

suckled by a wolf far in the North- 

ern wilderness, he refuses to follow | 

the wolf pack—strikes out alone and 

follows his fancy Southward until 

he for the first time sees human 

beings. His contact with “civili- 

zation” is unfortunate, for Pierre, a 

woodsman, entices him into a trap 

and then torments him. Lobo final- 

ly escapes only to become a killer, 

preying on flocks and herds and even 

on men. 

Nearby lives pretty Miss Jane, 

with her little brother Billy, and 

her grandfather, known as “Hazy,” 

because he is a bit mad. The loaf- 

ers at the trading-station store have 

been teasing the old man about the 

gold cache which he claims to have 

at Frozen River, when Potter enters. 

Hazy recognizes him as the man 

who had tried to kill him, because 
he would not reveal the location of 

the gold wildly the 

trapper, who is about to attack him 

when Jerry, a young engineer, en- 
ters, and sees the old man safely 
home. 

Jerry, one day soon after, while 
walking in the forest, is horrified to 
see tiny Billy playing with Lobo, for 
whose head a reward is offered. The 
young man is about to shoot when 
he sees that the “wolf” is only a 
dog. He tries to make up with him 
——but Lobo shrinks away among the 
trees. 

Potter is plotting with Pierre to 
gain the confidence of the old man 

and accuses 

and to learn from him the way to | 
the supposed gold deposit. The two 
men are at Hazy’s home when Jerry, 
who has won the confidence of Lobo, 
enters with the dog. 
When Lobo sees Pierre he attacks 

him. Hazy entrusts the secret of 
the hiding place of the gold to Jane 
and arranges that she go with Pierre 
as guide to Frozen River. After 
they have gone, Potter entices Billy 
away. 

Lobo leads Jerry to Hazy’s hut, 
and then after Jane and _ Pierre. 
Jane has found that Pierre and Pot- 
ter have made a pact which gives 
her to the.former and the gold to 
Potter—who now proceeds. to extort 
the location of the treasure from 
her, by torturing Billy. 

Jerry and Lobo arrive, and after 

again attacking Pierre, Lobo, after 
ia terrific fight, drives him into the 
| wilderness. 

Jerry and Potter fight to the 
of a eliff. cot 

Lobo arrives just in time to topple 

edge 

‘| Potter over it. 
Turning, they see thatthe dog 

team is running away towards the 
cliff with Billy. <All follow and 
Lobo pulls Billy from the sled just | 

as it goes over the precipice. 

RIN-TIN-TIN STARS 
IN VITAPHONE FILM 

Rin-Tin-Tin the only canine. star 
in the world to be seen and heard 
in talking pictures, makes his sec- 
ond Vitaphone appearance in War- 
ner Brothers’ production, “Frozen 
River,” coming to the 
Theatre on 
he enacts 

ait which 
husky dog a northern 

jreared by a wolf in the wilderness. 
Rinty previously appeared on Vita- 
phone in “The Million Dollar Col- 
Tan? = 

The supporting cast is headed by 
the tiny star, Davey Lee, and in- 
cludes Raymond McKee, Nina Quar- 
tero, Frank Campeau, Josef Swick- 
ard and Lew Harvey. The frozen 
North provides the colorful locale 
for this Vitaphone production di- 
rected by, Harmon Weight from An- 
thony Coldeway’s adaptation of 
\John-J. Fowler’s story. 
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‘TOUCH HIM IF YOU DARE’ 

Production No. 2—Cut or Mat 

BRIEFS | 

Rinty in the Snow 

Some of the most picturesque snow 

and ice scenes are pictured in War- 

Bros.’ Vitaphone production, 

“Frozen River,’ coming on 

to the Theatre, in 

which Rin-Tin-Tin is seen and heard 

in the stellar: part. Davey Lee, Ray- 

mond MeKee, Nina Quartero, Frank 

Campeau are depicted 

against this colorful background as 

members of the cast in this exciting 

Har- 

ner 

and others 

story of the Northern woods. 

mon Weight directed. 

Rinty and Davey 

| Davey Lee, who made his screen 
idebut on Vitaphone in “The Sing- 
jing Fool,” starring Al Jolson, and 
‘in “Sonny Boy,” starring himself, 
lis the younger brother of Frankie 
Lee who scored prominently several 
years ago as the child in “The Mira- 
cle Man.” Davey appears in his third 
Vitaphone talking picture role in 
“Frozen River,” now at the ........ 
Theatre, in which Rin-Tin-Tin enacts 
the stellar part. 

Rinty’s Latest Barkie 

“Frozen River,’ Warner “Bros.’ 
latest Vitaphone production in which | 
Rin-Tin-Tin is seen and heard in the 
starring role with tiny Davey Lee 
in support, presents a tensely dra- 
matic and colorful story of man’s 
quest for gold in the icy North in 
which a dog plays an important part 
in the destiny of those who have be- 
friended him. “Frozen River’. will 
be the ‘attraction at ‘the 

| Theatre beginning on 

%|year-old star, Davey Lee. 

Swickard is prominently cast as a 

-|mad prospector for gold. Raymond 

? 

“| |RINTY IN TALKING 
“FROZEN RIVER” WITH | 

YOUNG DAVEY LEF 

Reward! One hundred dollars for 

a wild dog known as the Killer— 

dead or alive! 

Rin-Tin-Tin, star of Warner Bros.’ 

latest Vitaphone talking picture, 

“Frozen River,” coming to the 

Theatre on 

enacts a killer with a price on his 

head in this story of the Northern 

snow country. 

Although he has known no ¢com- 

panions but wolves since he was a 

puppy, Rin-Tin-Tin leaves the vi- 

cious pack to follow his canine in- 

stinct and search for mankind. 

His first contact with man turns 

him against all human beings and 

he becomes an outlaw. Finally, 

:| however, he is attracted to more 

= | kindly people who befriend him, and 

he ardently returns their friendship. 

Chief among his new-found friends 

is little Billy, played by the four- 

Joseph 

McKee, Nina Quartero, Frank Cam- 

jpeau and Lew Harvey are also seen 

'and heard on Vitaphone in “Frozen 

thony Coldewey from a story by 

John J. Fowler. 

directed. 

lie which was adapted by An- 

Harmon Weight 

RINTY COMING AS 
WOLF DOG HERO 

IN TALKING FILM 

A proud and fearless wolf-reared 

“husky” dog of the far North 

is portrayed by Rin-Tin-Tin in 

“Frozen River,” his latest Vitaphone 

starring production for Warner 

Bros., which comes to the 

ENOAUEe sO oo. ss he hes se es 

The dog leaves the wolf pack and 

seeks mankind. His first contact. is 

a bitter disillusionment and he de- 

velops into a killer, with a reward 

upon his head. 

He finds the love and companion- 

ship he has sought in a little boy— 

played adorably by wee Davey Lee 

—to whom he is just a nice doggie. 

A kind-hearted young engineer com- 

|pletes the conquest, but even he 

|saves the dog with difficulty. The 
| chance to prove his worth and faith- 

fulness soon comes and Rinty leads 

‘his new master up into the snow 

‘country to girl, the same Save a 

little boy—and a secret horde of 
gold. 

Raymond McKee, Nina Quarte 

Frank Campeau, Josef Swickard, 

Lew Harvey and others are seen and 

heard in leading supporting roles 

under the direction of Harmon 

Weight. John J. Fowler wrote the 

story and Coldeway ad- 

apted it. 

Anthony 

Rinty’s Eighteenth Film 

Rin-Tin-Tin, star of Warner Bros.’ 
Vitaphone production, “Frozen 
dase oat Ngee ce) et ee ie See 
Theatre, has portrayed the stellar 

/role in almost two score screen sto- 

|ries. His first Vitaphone appearance 
was in “The Million Dollar Collar” 
|while “Frozen Riiver” is his second. 
| Davey Lee, the four-year-old star, is 
in the all-star cast. : 
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STORIES AND REVIEWS 
A DOG’S DEVOTION 

SAVES THREE LIVES 

Rin-Tin-Tin Comes In Talking “Frozen River” ; 

Davey Lee, Four-Year-Old Star, In Support 

A dog’s undying devotion for three 

un beings, a perilous trek across 

“the “snows of the frozen North, a 

cold bargain for gold in which a 

girl is the stake, a terrific fight in a 

lone cabin, a man and a girl brought 

to happiness, and a tiny orphan boy 

saved by the bravery of an outlaw 

RINTY’S NEW TALKIE 
A REAL THRILLER 

WITH DAVEY LEE 

Although Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner 

Bros. famous dog star and the only 

canine to be seen and heard in the 

“talkies, has now appeared 

eighteen motion pictures, his latest, 

“Frozen River,” on Vitaphone 

said to be the most colorful 

thrilling story in which he has ap- 

peared. It will be seen at the 
Theatre for days, start- 
WOU cise 5 = site 5 7 

Filmed against the vast  back- 
ground of the frozen and icy north, 
“Frozen River’ depicts the love of 
a dog for man, even though he has 
been reared from a puppy by a she- 

wolf. Many dramatic situations oe- 
cur in this Vitaphone picture in 
which Rin-Tin-Tin saves the lives of 
three persons he has learned to love. 

The adorable child star, Davey Lee 
—famous for his acting in “The 
Singing Fool” and “Sonny Boy,” is 
cast as the pal of Rinty, saved by 
the latter from evil characters of 
the wilderness, 

Raymond McKee, Nina Quartero, 
Frank Campeau, Josef Swickard, 
Lew Harvey and others are in the 
cast. Harmon Weight directed 
“Frozen River” from Anthony Colde- 
way’s adaptation of a story by John 
J. Fowler. 
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Scene ar “Frozen River" Stari ) RinTin-Tin, 
A Werner Bros. Production. 

HAZY RAVES OF LOST 
gold and of Frozen River, 
where the claim lies hid from 
all but himself. Jane, his 
granddaughter, listens with 
mingled pity and hope. 

Production No. 3—Cut or Mat 

dog—such are some of the highlights 

in Warner Bros. Vitaphone produc- 

tion, “Frozen River,” coming next 

week to the Theatre, 

in which Rin-Tin-Tin is seen and 

heard as the star, supported by the 

adorable four-year-old star, Davey 

Lee. 

Reared in the wilds by a she-wolf, 

Rin-Tin-Tin’s instinct rebels against 

the cruel traits of the wolves, and 

he seeks the association of more 

peaceful companions. His first ex- 

perience with man embitters him 

against humankind. - Finally he is 

befriended by three people portrayed 

bv Davey Lee, Raymond MeKee and 

Nina Quartero. 

to them plays an important part in 

the story. 

Adapted for Vitaphone by 

thony Coldeway, from John 

Fowler’s story “Frozen River” was 

directed by Harmon Weight. The 

east also includes Frank Campeau, 

Josef Swickard, Lew Harvey and 

others, all of whom are heard in the 

talking sequences. 

His deep. devotion 

An- 

Ji: 

Rinty Barks Way 
Into The Talkies 

Now Here in ‘Frozen River 
With Davey Lee 

Rin-Tin-Tin has an all-star cast of 

troupers supporting him in Warner 

Brothers’ Vitaphone of 

“Frozen River’ which comes to the 

production 

Theatre on 

Little Davey Lee, the 

four-year-old star who made such a | 

Al 

and 

“The 

“Sonny 

hit “in Jolson’s 

Fool” in 

prominent part. 

Raymond McKee 

the wilderness lovers. 

ard gives a fine performance as the 

mad prospector. Lew Harvey and 

Frank Campeau are also in the cast. 

They are all heard as well as seen. 

Although Rinty performs for 

Vitaphone, his chief business is the 

fast action which has made him the 

play 

most popular animal star the world | 

has ever known. He portrays a 

Northern “husky” dog, reared by a 

wolf, who seeks the comradeship of 

man. He is ill-treated and becomes 

a killer with a price upon his head. 

The kindness of a real man and a 

little boy win him back and he re- 
pays their trust and affection in a 
fast-moving melodrama _ centering 
iround a hidden gold mine north of 
“Frozen River” and a girl who 
knows the secret. Harmon Weight 
directed from the story by John J. 
Fowler and the adaptation by An- 
thony Coldeway. 

Rin-Tin-Tin in “Frozen River” at 
the Theatre now. 

Race For Treasure 

A race to save a golden treasure, 

the honor of a girl and the life of 

a little bey—the latter played by 

tiny Davey Lee—forms the climax | Kee, 

bs 

adorable 

Singing | 

Boy,” has al 

Nina Quartero and | 

the part of | 

Josef Swick- | 

‘at the 
when his latest Vitaphone talking | 

| Success. 

| beings, 
‘greatest benefactor. 

scene trom ‘Frozen. River" Starring Ain -7in Tin- A Warner Bros. Production 

RINTY AND DAVEY 
IN “FROZEN RIVER” 

BIG TALKIE DRAW 

fe ie eS THEA TRE—War- 
‘ner Bros. present RinTin-Tin in 
| “Frozen River,’ a melodrama of 
the northern wilderness based 
upon a story by John J. Fowler, 
adapted by Anthony Coldeway. 
Directed by Harmon Weight. 
The supporting cast of human 
actors includes Davey Lee,, Ray- 
mond McKee, Nina Quartero, 
Josef Swickard, Frank Campeau, 
Lew Harvey and others. 

Rin-Tin-Tin, the most popular 
canine star of the films, is at his 
best in Warner Bros.’ new Vitaphone 
talking picture, “Frozen River,” 
which openeda...... days’ engage- 
ment (at Uhe=-. ee Theatre 
last night. Rinty’s fans remain 
loyal because he is a good actor and 
the producers give him a good story 
and an excellent supporting cast of 
human. players. 

In “Frozen River” Rinty is Lobo, 
a husky, reared among wolves, a 
killer with a price upon his head. 
But he makes friends with a little 
boy, Billy, and later with his sister, 
Jane, and with a young mining en- 
gineer, Jerry. Potter and Pierre 

plot to compel Hazy the girl’s grand 
father, to tell the hiding place of his 

eache of gold at Frozen River. Hazy 
entrusts the secret to Jane and the 
villains plot to torture little Billy 
to make her disclose the hiding place. 
Lobo brings Jerry to the deserted 
cabin and then tracks the villains. 
A terrifie fight ensues between Lobo 
‘and Pierre, who had once tormented 

RINTY AND DAVEY, PALS ON SCREEN AND IN REALITY the dog, and between Jerry and Pot- 
Production No. 4—Cut or Mat 

VITAPHONE GIVES RIN-TIN-TIN 
HIS VERY GREATEST PART IN 

RUSHING “FROZEN RIVER” 
THEATRE.—Warner Bros. 

based on the story by John J. Fowler, Tin-Tin in “Frozen River,”’ 
adapted by Anthony Coldeway. 

present Rin- 

Directed by Harmon Weight. 

THE CAST 

Rin-Tin-Tin is another screen star 

whose popularity will not wane be- 
cause of the talking pictures. He 
has an excellent bark for recording 
purposes as was proved last night 

Set ne ee Theatre, 

picture for Warner Bros.’ “Frozen 
River” was projected upon the 
screen. Rinty knows how to use his 

| voice for dramatic effect, despite the 
limitation of his vocabulary. 

The Vitaphoning of Rinty’s bark 
must be put down as a complete 

The dialogue sequences in 
which the human supporting actors 

RIN-TIN-TIN HERE 
IN “FROZEN RIVER” 

He left the wolf pack in search of | 
gentler companions, only to discover 
that man was a worse associate. Such 
is the experience of Rin-Tin-Tin, 
Warner Bros.’ famous dog  sereen 
star, in his latest Vitaphone pro- 
duction, “Frozen River,” which is 

VEO WMD CC st oe Theatre. 
Reared from a small pup by a she- 

| wolf, the savage heart of the wolf 
is not his and he leaves the pack. 
When he meets the right human 

however, he becomes their 

A splendid east 
is seen and heard in ‘Frozen River.” 
it includes Davey Lee, Raymond Me- 

Nina Quartero, Frank Cam- 
of Warner Brothers Vitaphone pro- | peau, Josef Swickard, Lew Harvey 
duction, “Frozen River,” directed by 

Harmon Weight, now at the 

Theatre. 

* tam oe Rie 

land 

|Fowler’s story. 
'reeted. 

others. Anthony 
adapted the story from John J. 

Harmon Weight di- 

ithat he becomes a killer. 
|day he runs across a little boy and 
imakes friends 
| with the boy’s sister, Jane, and a 
‘young engineer named Jerry. Jane’s 
| grandfather, 

'tero 

ie es Sd RIN-TIN-TIN | 
Davey Lee 

[Bap ape Det; _ Raymond McKee | 
_ Nina Quartero | 

_ Josef Swickard | 
Frank Campeau | 

Lew Harvey 

speak are also handled with dis- 

iter. Lobo defeats Pierre and drives 
‘him into the wilderness, toprles 
| Potter over a cliff as he struggles 
with Jerry, and then saves Billy 

| when the dog team runs away. 
Rinty is a dog and a hero to be 

ijproud of, and the audience was 
‘thrilled by his acting and the perfect 
recording of his barking voice. Da- 
vey Lee, star of “Sonny Boy” and 
the child with Al Jolson in “The 
Singing Fool,” is Billy, and again 

/demonstrates his charm and his his 
trionie gifts. Raymond MeKee and 
|Nina Quartero sustain the love in- 
terest, while Josef Swickard as 
| Hazy, Frank Campeau and Lew Har- 
vey as the two villains, all giving 
excellent impersonations, helping to 
imake this fast-moving romantic 
melodrama of the northern wilder- 

‘ness one of Rinty’s best films. Har 
mon Weight’s direction is excellent. 
|The picture will entertain everyone 
who sees it. 

crimination and fine dramatic effect. | 

Altogether “Frozen River” is one of 
ithe best of Warner Bros. productions 
istarring Rin-Tin-Tin, and should be 
seen by every Rinty fan. 

Rinty’s role is that of a 

mankind. His first experiences 
of man are so unpleasant, however, 

But one 

with him and later 

an old — prospector, 
called Hazy, claims to have a gold 

(cache at Frozen River. 

miner, and: the French- 

Pierre, believe 
Potter, a 

Canadian, 

Pierre is to have the girl and Pot- 
iter the gold. Hazy entrusts the 
‘secret to Jane and sends her to 
‘Frozen River with Pierre. Potter 
has kidnapped Billy and, to make 
Jane disclose the location of the 
cache, they threaten to torture him. 
The dog, Lobo, brings Jerry in pur- 
suit, attacks Pierre and drives him 
off into the wilderness, and _ top- 
ples Potter over the edge of a cliff 
when he returns to find him fighting 
Jerry. Lobo also rescues his little 
friend, Billy, when the dog team 
runs away headed straight for the 
cliff. 

There’s action, color, atmosphere 

and drama a-plenty in “Frozen 
River” for the most exacting of 
Rinty’s fans. Little Davey Lee, the 

ee |Sonny Boy of “The Singing Fool” 
oldeway | and “Sonny Boy,” gives another 

charming bit of acting as Billy. 
Raymond McKee and Nina Quar- 

carry the love interest. 

husky | 

jreared ina wolf-pack who goes back 
| 
| to 

Hazy’s 
‘story of the cached gold and _ plot | 
‘to make him tell where it is hidden. 

ON VITAPHONE 

-|him at his best. 

FANS DELIGHTED 
WITH RIN-TIN-TIN’S 

NEW TALKIE 
canine film 

delighted 

star, 

his 
Warner Bros.’ 

Rin-Tin-Tin, again 
many Joyal fans. in -.2.2.:... last 
night when his latest Vitaphone 
talking picture, “Frozen River,” was 
disclosed. Rinty used his voice with 
discrimination and good dramatic 
effect. And it records with great 
fidelity. There was never any doubt 
as to his meaning; he never used 
barks to hide his meaning as some 
human beings use words. 

“Frozen River” is one of the most 
pleasing of Rinty’s pictures. Lo- 
cated in the northern wilderness, it 
has atmosphere, colorful incident 
and strong, melodramatic situations 
and climaxes. It will arouse the in- 
‘terest and enthusiasm of any -audi- 
ence; as-it -did@that.ofathe 2.) =. 2. 
Theatre last night. The human sup- 
port of the star includes Davey Lee, 
Raymond McKee, Nina Quartero, 
Josef Swickard, Frank Campeau, 
Lew Harvey and others. Harmon 
Weight directed from the story by 
John J. Fowler adapted by Anthony 
|Coldeway. The dialogue, music and 
sound accompaniment serve to 
heighten the drama. 

As a wolf-raised dog who returns 
to mankind, Rinty helps discover a 
hidden gold cache, save a woman’s 
honor and rescue a little boy from 
death. What more could any human 

|hero do? The training of Rinty is 
one of the marvels of the screen 
world, and his latest picture shows 

Don’t miss it. 
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“FROZEN RIVER” | 
ON VITAPHONE 

J. L. WARNER WRITES FROM HOLLYWOOD: 

“LAST NIGHT I RAN—RIN-TIN-TIN IN ‘FROZEN | 

RIVER’. I NEVER IN MY LIFE—WAS SO ENTER- | 

TAINED—AND THRILLED—THIS PICTURE IS A | 

KNOCK-OUT... THE MUSICAL SCORE IS MAR. — 

VELOUS. VITAPHONE MAGNIFICENT. | 

“IT IS POSITIVELY--THE BEST DOG PICTURE— 

EVER MADE—AND THIS TAKES IN—‘WHERE 

THE NORTH BEGINS’—AND—‘THE LIGHTHOUSE 

BY THE SEA.” 
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REMEMBER! ! Hi 
: e ||| “FROZEN RIVER”—IS THE PICTURE—IN WHICH — 
Scere arate Rint. |) DAVEY LEE APPEARS—AS RINTYS LITTLE | : 7 

PLAYMATE........"FROZEN RIVER” IS A CLEAN-UF _| | Bustamante 
roduction No. 9—Cut or | 4 4 / pintnetion No 9 -Guter Mati 'l” FOR SHOWMEN SUE FIREAND NO ALIBIS” | Sea fram ‘raze m9 itn oe 

ia ware | WHEN THE “FROZEN RIVER” GOLD IS FOUND _ 
| ae RR se ann Sai Produuction No. 10—Cut or Mat 

TALKING |THE WONDERFUL STORY KIN-TIN-TINS PAL HERE 
TRAILER | OF ROUSING RIN say IN “FROZEN RIVER” 

is. : Rin - Tin - Tin Little Davey and Rinty became | The best-known d the world . . >| iA y 
Raymond McKee, ee ae ie oe ae - - : RINTY : RECORD | most famous of/firm friends during the filming of 

j ‘ig Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner Bros. caning ee seat a screen |“Frozen River,” and the boy would 

husky young leading Stal NOw.8t tNe@. salen, Theatre in | “Where the North Begins” stars, has a new|have liked nothing better than to 

his latest Vitaphone picture, “Frozen 

River,” in which Rinty contributes 

jhis bark to the dialogue sequences. 

In his short life Rinty has made 

River.” more money for 
his owner and 
master, Lee Dun- 

pal in his latest | keep playing in Rinty’s pictures, but 
Warner Bros. |Davey is now a starin his own right 
Vitaphone talk-|—the youngest star on the sereen— 
ing picture,|and Rinty is also a star, and has 
“Frozen River,” |been for a number of years, so their 
which is the cur-| ways have parted for the time be- 
rent attraction |ing at any rate. Others besides 

OMG :.-. vs Davey in Rin-Tin-Tin’s supporting 

man, tells the exciting “Find Your Man” 
66 

story o f Frozen “Tracked in the Snow 
Country” 

Rinty himself ap- A Hero of the Big Snows” 
can, than many a D ea Theatre. It is|¢ompany of humans inelude Ray- 

| pears with the adorable Jeena makes in his “The Clash of the Wolves’ inisliaaiil little Davey Lee,|mond McKee, Nina Quartero, Josef 
life-time, as a Stock S-241 the child actor |Swickard, Frank Campeau, Lew 

child star, Davey beau. result of the Cut or Mat who was”. dis-|Harvey and _ others. Harmond RB I ) a” ; 4 elow the Li 
eareful training paid 
which he has re- 

ceived at Mr. 

Dunean’s hands. 

| Order Separately .overed by Al, Weight directed from the story by 
| Jolson and shared honors with that John J. Fowler whieh Anthony 
| fav orite of stage and sereen in “The Coldeway adapted. 
|Singing Fool,” and has since been | 

In some heart-warming | “The Lighthousue by the Sea” 

| boy - and - dog fooling 
| : Rinty was dis- “The Night Cry” | | started by Warner Bros. in “Sonny 

there are flashes of the Ria-Tia-lia covered by | Mr. sewn Boy.” 
r J ss | Duncan during “While London Sleeps” Davey Lee is cast as the heroine’s 

action—Rinty registers = Ce eh the — os 3 —__—. little brother who, alone in the 
r zone which ha «cpye »» , d ts a strange do i 2 Order S ae | Hills of Kentuck | woods one day, meets a s g g, 

some words in his own been shelled by ||| ee Lobo, raised by a pack of wolves. 
the enemy. He was but three days’ Lobo had left the pack and made 

language! old and was nuzzling about among 
ae 2 ” Tracked by the Police advances to mankind only to meet 

with brutality and cruelty. He had 
become a killer, with a price upon 

a number of brothers and sisters 

Their mother had been killed. “Jaws of Steel’ 
Lieutenant Dunean picked out one SSS 

A lhi : ; his head, and had even been known 
| compeling of the pups and named him Rin- “A Dog of the Regiment” to attack men. But the savage beast 
| ticket-seller! Tin-Tin after the French doll so aliitte As was only a dog to the little boy 

popular during wartime. 
When the war was over, Duncan 

brought Rinty back to the United | 
States and began that course of | 

At cost at all training which put him in the movies | 
exchanges. in “Where the North Begins.” He | 

has since made seventeen other pic- 
‘tures and is known to more persons | 
than any other dog in the world. 

and his laughing affection won the 
heart of the animal. They became 
friends and the dog afterwards 
saved the boys life. 

The picture makes excellent 
dramatic and emotional use of the 

|affection between a boy and his dog 
| which has played such a large part One, Two, Three and 

‘in the literature of childhood that ||| Four-Column Vitaphone 
it has passed in popular usage as a _ Slugs: at all Exchanges. 

|symbol of friendship and devotion. | = ee 

FREE VITAPHONE 24-SHEET 

“A Race for Life’ 

“Rinty of the Desert” 

“Land of the Silver Fox’’ 

“The Million Dollar Collar’’ 

“Frozen River” 

soars ELE EER pte eomna nab et eee 
Scene trom ‘Frozen River" Starring Rin-Tin Tin- A wamer Bros.Production _ 24-SHEET GRATIS TO ALL EXHIBITORS WHO WILL POST THEM AND KEEP 

IT’S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER WHEN GOOD FELLOWS THEM ALIVE FOR AT LEAST ONE MONTH. 
Production Ne S—Cuat o> Mat Order direct from C. C. Ryan, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., 321 W. 44th St., New York 
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NEWSPAPER AD SUGGESTIONS 
Two Big Stars In One Picture! 

WARNER BROS. 

A picture’ containing 

love, romance, adven- 

ture and the most lov- 

able little star of them 

all with one of your 

oldest favourites. Fol- 

low them through 

thrilling adventures in 

the frozen North! 

Two Col. Slug—Style VB—Cut or Mat 

WARNER BROS. present 

RIN-TIN-TIN 
“FROZEN RIVER’ 
Two Big Stars 

In One Picture! 

hz =e. 
hel VUTAnnon mux fEE 

Two Col. Slug—Style VC—Cut or Mat 

TWO BIG STARS 
IN ONE PICTURE 

Brought together—the wonder 
child of the talking sheet, little 
Davey Lee of “The Singing 
Fool” fame and _ your old 
favourite of many thrilling 
screen adventures, Rin Tin Tin 
in this thrilling story of the 
adventurous north land! 

yes 

Two Col. Ad—Style WVD—Cut or Mat 

WARNER BROS. present WARNER BRCS, 
present 

RIN-TIN-TIN 
in 

1 s i 

1-Col. Slug—Style VE—Cut or Mat 1-Col. Slug—Style VF—Cut or Mat | 

WARNER BROS. 
present 

TWO BIG 

STARS 

IN ONE 

PICTURE! 

Two Col. Slug—Style VG—Cut or M2t 
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NEWSPAPER AD SUGGESTIONS 
WARNER BROS. present A PICTURE WITH 

in 

HERE’S REAL ADVENTURE! 

fortune’ _in 

the offing! 

1-Col. Ad—Style VN—Cut or Mat 

WARNER BROS. present 

N GT A PICTURE WITH TWO STARS 

Containing love, romance and adventure. and 

the most lovable little star of them all, with one 

of your oldest favourites! 

1-Col. Slug—Style VO—Cut or Mat 

TWO BIG STARS 
IN ONE PICTURE 

A PICTURE WITH 

TWO BIG STARS! 

= <Gil? 

KS E> 
FrozenRiver 
DAVEY LEE 

lat 

WARNER BROS. present 

os 

a 

WARNER BROS, present 
o Pe, To 

i % ; Ue M\ 

iN HY} at N 

N RIVER ay Aca h fy | i \ e|FROLE il 
WITH ‘ I 

1-Col. Ad—Style VP—Cut or Mat 

1-Col. Ad—Style VQ—C t 
Two Col. Slug—Style VL—Cut or Mat a ve YS at on he 
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